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Abstract. Maintaining network stability and encouraging generation companies to

1. Introduction

synchronization with the network. A quick excitation
system response can increase synchronization torque of
a generator in order to maintain synchronism with the
network. As a result, the response rate of excitation
system has a signi cant e ect on network stability.
Various parameters a ect performance of the excitation
system. These parameters include ceiling voltage,
ceiling current, nominal response of the system, voltage
excitation system response time, etc. Numerous methods have been proposed to modify these parameters for
improving performance of the excitation system that
can be divided into three general categories:

Excitation systems;
Transient stability;
Single machine
equivalent (SIME);
Transient Stability
Constrained
Optimal Power Flow
(TSC-OPF).

get involved in stability-maintaining objective are major concerns of an Independent
System Operator (ISO) in a deregulated power system. Excitation system of synchronous
generators is e ective and well-known equipment, which has a signi cant e ect on
network stability. Therefore, improving performance of this system can enhance network
stability. However, utilizing the methods that improve the performance of excitation system
imposes cost on generation companies. This paper proposes a motivation mechanism for
enhancing transient stability that encourages generation companies to improve performance
of excitation system. In this mechanism, besides excitation system response improving
methods, a transient stability constrained optimal power ow is solved in order to ensure
maintaining transient stability under di erent contingencies. A 4-bus test system, an IEEE
14-bus test system, and an IEEE 118-bus test system are used to illustrate the e ectiveness
of the proposed mechanism. Implementation results show that the proposed mechanism
not only provides required transient stability margin with minimum operation cost, but
also does not restrict generators production capability.
© 2019 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Transient stability is the ability of power systems to
maintain synchronism in the event of large disturbances. Such disturbances can increase generators'
rotor angle deviation; therefore, if corrective actions
fail, synchronization with the network will be lost [1].
Excitation system of synchronous generators is effective for primary control action, which maintains
transient stability of power systems. Excitation system
supplies required eld current to keep generator in
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1. Expansion capability of excitation system;
2. Improvement response of controller;
3. Modi cation input signal of controller.
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Exceeding of overexcitation limit, Generator Capability Curve (GCC) expansion, control response improvement, and High Side Voltage Control (HSVC) are some
of these methods. These methods are called `improving
methods' in this paper. Simple implementation and
operation, non-restriction of generators production capability, and good performance are some features of the
improving methods. While installation and operation
costs of the improving methods discourage Generation
Companies (GenCos) from utilizing these methods. If
GenCos do not utilize the improving methods, other
preventive control actions may be used to enhance
network stability.
Changes in generators operation points can be one
of the preventive control actions for providing network
stability. In this method, operation points of generators are modi ed to make system stable in probably
disturbances. Transient Stability Constrained Optimal
Power Flow (TSC-OPF) is a preventive control action
which is utilized to optimize operation point of generators in order to provide transient stability of the
system. This topic was discussed in several articles [26]. In [2-4], rotor angle equations were considered as a
transient stability constraint in optimal power ow. As
rotor angle equations were di erential equations, they
were converted into an algebraic set of equations to
solve TSC-OPF as a standard nonlinear optimization.
Researchers in this eld focus on converting di erential
equations and solving standard TSC-OPF. In [2], authors converted the di erential equations into numerical equivalent algebraic ones and used a standard nonlinear programming technique for solving TSC-OPF.
In [3], authors proposed an enhanced discretization
method to reduce the converted system dimension and
improve computational eciency of the optimization
algorithm. In [4], authors modelled transient stability
as an objective function besides active power cost and,
then, solved this multi-objective optimization by Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II).
In [5,6], time domain simulation was performed to
analyse transient stability of the system and simulation
results were utilized in optimal power ow. In [5],
simulation results determined critical and non-critical
generators of the system. Critical generators were
the generators that lose synchronism in the event
of contingency. In that method, active powers of
the critical generators were decreased to enhance the
transient stability of the system. In [6], results of
time domain simulation were converted into a single
equation as a transient stability constraint in OPF.
Active power of generators, machine angle, magnitude
and angle of buses voltage, and other optimization
variables were used to determine the initial operation
point to increase transient stability of the system. In
that paper, the initial operation point was changed to
satisfy transient stability constraint. In addition, some
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new methods based on modern heuristic methods were
used to solve TSC-OPF [7]. In [7], authors proposed
a method to estimate Critical Clearing Time (CCT)
by the dual-kriging method. Results of this estimation
were included in a single transient stability constraint
of the TSC-OPF. Therefore, di erential algebraic equations were excluded from TSC-OPF and standard optimization method was used to solve problem. Authors
in [8] reviewed di erent TSC-OPF methods and implemented some of these methods. In addition, merits
and demerits of the studied methods compared to each
other were investigated in [8]. However, it should
be considered that all the above-mentioned TSC-OPF
methods cause an increase in the operation cost of
the system, because active power outputs of generators
are rescheduled in order to increase transient stability
of the system. Moreover, restriction of active and
reactive power generation due to the changing of the
generators operation points is another disadvantage of
those methods.
As described, utilizing of the improving methods for excitation system response imposes costs on
GenCos, thus discouraging them from utilizing these
methods. On the other side, other preventive methods for providing transient stability, such as TSCOPF, cause an increase in system operation cost and
restrict generators capacity. Therefore, this paper
proposes a motivation mechanism to encourage GenCos
to utilize the improving methods. Transient stability
enhancement by utilizing the improving methods does
not change optimal operation point of the system
in which system operation cost is minimal. If the
desired transient stability margin is not provided only
by utilizing the improving methods, then a change
in generators' operation points is used to provide the
much needed stability margin. In this paper, TSC-OPF
is used alongside the improving methods to minimize
the cost of active power rescheduling and provide the
desired transient stability of the system. Innovations
and contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1. The proposed mechanism maximizes transient stability and minimizes operation cost of the system
by considering e ects of the improving methods on
network stability;
2. This mechanism provides required motivation for
GenCos to utilize the improving methods;
3. In this mechanism, GenCos capacity for power
generating is not restricted;
4. In this mechanism, operation point of the system for
providing transient stability is the same operation
point that minimizes network operation cost;
5. In this mechanism, both of the improving methods
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and TSC-OPF are considered for providing transient stability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
second section describes the improving methods for
excitation system response. The third section introduces the methodology used in transient stability
analysis. The `transient stability providing' mechanism
is presented in Section 4. Section 5 investigates the case
study, and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. The improving methods for excitation
system response
Performance of excitation system a ects stability of
the system. Results of previous researches show that
a fast-response AVR and a high ceiling voltage exciter
signi cantly reduce rst rotor angle swing of generators
in the event of contingency [9]. Excitation system
response depends on the controller and limitation of
the excitation system. Therefore, in this section, four
methods that a ect the excitation system response
are described. Overexcitation limit exceeding and
Generator Capability Curve (GCC) expansion enlarge
the capability of the excitation system and cause an
increase in the ceiling voltage of the exciter. Controller
response improvement and High Side Voltage Control
(HSVC) enhance control performance of excitation
system and cause a decrease in response time of the
control system.

2.1. Overexcitation limit exceeding

Active and reactive power generation limits of the
synchronous generator are de ned by its capability
curve. Capability of generating reactive power is
usually limited by the eld winding current. Overexcitation limit is the upper limit of capability curve that
restricts reactive power generation. This limit protects
generator's rotor winding from overcurrent in a steadystate operation. IEEE/ANSI C50.13 is an operational
standard for exceeding overexcitation limit [10]. According to this standard, generators' rotor winding can
support short-time overloading. Figure 1 shows this
standard curve that depicts the relationship between
the excitation current exceeding and acceptable delay
for reducing this current. Some papers discussed
the importance of OEL modelling and its e ect on
network stability in [11,12]. Moreover, authors in [13]
studied the e ect of the excitation ceiling voltage ratio
on transient stability, and experimentally illustrated
that the increase of excitation ceiling voltage improves
transient stability of the system. Therefore, accurate
modelling of OEL was studied in some papers, and
di erent models were proposed for OEL modelling.
Overheating may occur in rotor winding due
to the delay of the control equipment, time of heat
reduction after eld current decreasing, and repetitive

Figure 1. Coordination of OEL and IEEE/ANSI C50.13
standard.

occurrence of overloading [14]. In typical OEL, a security margin is considered to protect the synchronous
generator from overheating. Figure 1 shows the margin
between the actual implementation of OEL (the dotted
curve) and IEEE/ANSI C50.13 standard (the solid
curve). Reduction of this security margin can increase
output power of the generators and enhance the system
stability. The authors in [14] proposed an advanced
OEL that allows the generator to supply power up to its
maximum limits by reducing this security margin. In
that method, limiting margin of overexcitation limiter
was estimated based on the eld current and voltage
measurement of the generator. The authors in [14]
explained that the advanced OEL improved stability of
the system and, also, protected generators eld winding
from overheating.

2.2. Controller response

Numerous papers studied the excitation system response of synchronous generator and proposed various
methods for improving this response. These papers
demonstrated that the fast voltage control improved
voltage stability and transient stability of the system.
These methods include using the PID controller in
AVR, using the genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic
approach to tuning AVR, adjusting the coecients of
the excitation system for achieving better response,
etc. [15-17].
Authors in [16] analysed performance of a combined genetic algorithm, radial basis function neural
network, and Sugeno fuzzy logic approach to tuning
a PID controller for an AVR system; they showed
that this method could enhance transient response of
the AVR system. In addition, authors in [17] used
a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control method
to design a wide area damping controller. Simulation
results of [17] showed that the proposed LQG controller
improved inter-area oscillation damping and enhanced
small signal and transient stability of the system.
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Figure 2. Construction of the HSVC method [19].

2.3. High side voltage control

The advanced High Side Voltage Control (HSVC)
regulator controls high side voltage of the generator
transformer without using a direct feedback. Structure
and implementation of the HSVC have been obtained
by upgrading auxiliary generator excitation control
systems such as Line Drop Compensation (LDC) and
the Power System Voltage Regulator (PSVR). HSVC
improves voltage stability and enhances rotor angel
stability of the system [18].
Authors in [19] studied the e ect of HSVC on
static voltage stability and damping of oscillation in
power systems. Moreover, HSVC increases loadability
of the system [19]. Figure 2 depicts construction of the
advance HSVC.

2.4. Expansion of generator capability curve

Excess heat from generators must be reduced to keep
di erent components of the generator at predetermined
temperatures. Utilization of hydrogen is a common
method for cooling the generator in modern power
plants. In hydrogen cooling generators, the hydrogen
pressure is increased to expand the capability curve of
the generator. Similarly, in the cooling air generator,
the cooling air temperature is decreased to expand the
capability curve of the generator. Figure 3 shows the
expansion of the Generator Capability Curve (GCC)
by reducing the cooling air temperature from 46 C to
34 C [20]. Authors in [20] proposed a method in order
to modify OEL, Under Excitation Limit (UEL), and
other excitation system limits in response to changes
in a coolant condition such as hydrogen pressure or
cooling air temperature. Therefore, expansion of
generators capability curve increases their production
capacity.

3. Transient stability analysis
Several methods for transient stability analysis investigate e ects of the improving methods on transient
stability. These methods can be divided into three

Figure 3. Expansion of the Generator Capability Curve
(GCC).

general categories [21]: time domain simulation, direct
method, and hybrid method. Time Domain Simulation
(TDS) method simulates the dynamic behaviour of the
system very close to its real operation and allows using
the detailed model in the simulation [1]. However,
this method is not able to determine the cause of
instability, margin of stability, and design adequate
control measures. In addition, the burden of the
computation for solving di erential equations is the
weakness of this method [1]. On the other side, a
direct method limits the analysis of power system
transient stability to during-fault period and, thus,
reduces computation burden. The main problem of this
method is system simpli cation that causes equipment
modelling restriction. Therefore, in this paper, a
hybrid method is used in order to combine advantages
of the TDS method and direct method. The necessity
of the accurate modelling of the system equipment,
especially generator's excitation system and overexcitation limit, leads one to use TDS. In addition, critical
generators are required to be determined, causing
system instability; therefore, transient stability margin
of the system leads to the use of the direct method.
In this paper, a single-machine equivalent method
(SIME) is used to connect TDS method with the direct
method. In the SIME method, a multi-machine system
is reduced to a two-machine model and, then, reduced
to a One-Machine In nite Bus (OMIB) system [1]. The
fact that a multi-machine system can be reduced to
an OMIB is well known in power system. However,
previous methods restricted modelling of the system.
The main achievement of the SIME method is that
any modelling level for a large power system can be
considered. SIME correlates TDS method with Equal
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Area Criterion (EAC) and provides a very important
advantage, that is, identi cation of critical machines
responsible for the system instability.
In the SIME method, a heuristic limit on rotor angle deviation, which is derived from TDS, rst identi es
critical generators; then, two groups of machines can be
considered: critical and non-critical groups. Afterward,
these two groups are converted into a two-machine
system; then, this two-machine system is reduced to an
OMIB through Eqs. (1)-(7). Now, transient stability
of the system can be analysed by ECA for the OMIB.
The following equations are used to convert a detailed
model of power system into an OMIB. A more detailed
description of SIME can be found in [1].
 (t) 

1 X
M  (t)
MC K 2C K K
0

Pm (t)= M @
0

Pe (t)= M @

1 X
M  (t);
MNC j 2NC j j
(1)
X

X

K 2C

MNC =
M=

1

1
1
P (t)
P (t)A ;
MC k2C ek
MNC j 2NC ej
(3)
X

X

Pa (t) = Pm (t) Pe (t);
MC =

1

1
1
P (t)
P (t)A ;
MC k2C mk
MNC j 2NC mj
(2)
X

MK ;

X

j 2NC

Mj ;

MC MNC
:
MC + MNC

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

In the above equations, j (t) is the rotor angle,
Pmj (t) is the mechanical power, Pej (t) is the electrical
power, and Mj is the inertia coecient for generator
j . In addition,  (t) is the rotor angle, Pm (t) is the
mechanical power, Pe (t) is the electrical power, Pa (t)
is the accelerating power, and M is the inertia coecient of the corresponding OMIB. In these equations,
subscript C represents a critical group, and subscript
NC represents a non-critical group.

4. Motivation mechanism for providing
transient stability
Providing and installing new control equipment has
long-term e ects on the system, enhancing transient
stability of the system. However, imposed cost on
GenCos, due to installing new control equipment, discourages these companies from utilizing the improving
methods. Therefore, this paper proposes a long-term

contract between ISO and GenCos for providing transient stability of the system. In this contract, ISO rst
determines required stability margin (required Critical
Clearing Time-CCT). Afterward, GenCos undertake
to provide this stability margin and, reciprocally, ISO
pays transient stability providing the cost to them. The
cost of providing transient stability can be determined
based on the value of transient stability for ISO, which
can be considered as the amount of cost that ISO
must pay for providing this stability margin by other
methods (such as changes in generators active power).
ISO can pay part of this saved cost to GenCos in order
to encourage them to utilize the improving methods.
Utilization of these methods de nitely has a lower
cost in comparison to the other methods for providing
transient stability. Advanced OEL and HSVC are
implemented as software functions in a digital AVR
similar to other functions of digital AVR such as Power
System Stabilizer (PSS), Line Drop Compensator
(LDC), etc. [14]. Controller response improvement can
be performed by con guring AVR for a better response.
Expansion of the generator capability curve can be
carried out by the coordination between limitations
and protection functions of excitation system for better
cooling operation; therefore, it can be implemented
using excitation system functions [20]. Therefore,
part of the saved cost due to the use of improving
methods can compensate GenCos cost for utilizing
these methods.

4.1. Procedure of the proposed mechanism

Figure 4 shows the owchart of the proposed mechanism for providing desired transient stability of the
system. A step-by-step implementation procedure of
this mechanism is described in the following:
1. In the proposed mechanism, ISO rst contracts
with GenCos for providing desired stability margin
(contract between ISO and GenCos). The value of
transient stability for ISO determines the amount of
paid cost to GenCos by ISO. This value depends on
several factors such as the importance of transient
stability for the system and the cost of transient
stability enhancement;
2. After contract, GenCos implement the improvement methods that are mentioned in agreement
between GenCo and ISO;
3. The improved network is the studied network in
the initial operation point in which the improving
methods are implemented in excitation systems of
generators;
4. A conventional OPF is run to determine the optimal
power ow of the studied network based on GenCos'
bids. In this step, a transient stability constraint is
not considered;
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transient stability. The critical and non-critical
generators are determined by the SIME method.
Moreover, P is determined based on stability
margin by the SIME method [1].
X

i2CG

Pcgi  P0

P:

(8)

The amount of P is shared between critical
generators based on their angular deviation at
instability time. In multi unstable contingencies,
this P is shared between critical generators, which
are common in unstable contingencies. Detailed
descriptions of critical generators rescheduling can
be found in [5].
8. TSC-OPF, which is described in the following section (Section 4.2), is run for determining operation
point of non-critical generators. It should be noted
that the operation point of the critical generators
was determined in step 7. After determining the
operation point of all generators, the procedure goes
back to step 5 to check the stability of the system
in the new operating condition.

Figure 4. Flowchart of the proposed mechanism.
5. Then contingency screening is carried out in the
improved network to separate stable from unstable
contingencies. Contingency screening is performed
using SIME described in [22]. In this method,
TDS is carried out for the system and, then, its
results are utilized by SIME in order to evaluate
the stability condition of contingencies. As utilizing
the improving methods enhances transient stability
of the system, it is expected that the number of
critical contingencies reduces or the number reaches
zero. In the case of unstable contingency, critical
and non-critical generators, stability margin, and
operation point of the system are saved and sent to
step 7;
6. If all of the contingencies are stable, the procedure
is nished; else, Transient Stability Constrained
Optimal Power Flow (TSC-OPF) is performed for
providing stability in unstable contingencies by
rescheduling the critical generators;
7. Transient stability of the system can be increased by
reducing the total active power of critical generators
in the network. Eq. (8) is used to show the amount
of active power which is generated by the critical
generators. Pcgi is the amount of active power of
each critical generator in the network. P0 is the
total active power of critical generators in previous
scheduling, and P is the amount of changes in
active power of critical generators for enhancing

4.2. The TSC-OPF formulation

TSC-OPF is used to optimize operation point of the
generators in order to provide transient stability of
the system. Objective functions and constraints are
described in the following. The amount of active
power of non-critical generators represents decision
variables. In addition, cost of active power rescheduling
and new scheduling of generators are outputs of this
optimization.

4.2.1. Objective function
The purpose of this paper is to maintain system
stability with minimum operation cost by utilizing the
improving methods. Therefore, the objective function
of TSC-OPF is to minimize the total cost of active
power rescheduling.
min

X

i2 G

C (Pi ):

(9)

4.2.2. Constraints
Equal constraints are production and consumption
equality of active and reactive powers at each bus in
the network.
Pgi

Pli

Qgi

Qli

X

j2

Pij (Vi ; Vj ; i ; j ) = 0;

X

j2

Qij (Vi ; Vj ; i ; j ) = 0;

(10)
(11)

where Pgi and Qgi are active and reactive powers
generated at bus i; Pli and Qli are active and reactive
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powers consumed at bus i; Pij and Qij are active and
reactive power ows between bus i and bus j . Vi and
i are voltage magnitude and voltage angle at bus i,
respectively.
Non-equal constraints in the optimization are:
Branch current limits:
Iij (Vi ; Vj ; i ; j )  Iijmax :

(12)

Bus voltage limits:
Vimin  Vi  Vimax :

(13)

Figure 5. A simple 4-bus test network.

Restriction of active and reactive powers in generators:
Pgimin  Pgi  Pgimax ;

(14)

max
Qmin
gi  Qgi  Qgi :

(15)

In this paper, TSC-OPF is only used to ensure providing desired transient stability of the system, while the
desired transient stability is not provided by the improving methods (i.e., the remaining transient stability
margin will be supplied through changing generators'
operation point). In this paper, the method presented
in [5] is developed in order to comprise the improving
methods in transient stability of the system. In this
TSC-OPF, active power of critical generators is shifted
to non-critical generators for providing transient stability under unstable contingencies. As described,
detailed modelling of system equipment induces us to
use the method of [5]. Instead of this method, the
method of [6] can be used for TSC-OPF that causes an
increase in complexity of the problem.

5. Case study
In this section, the proposed mechanism for providing
transient stability is analysed. This section has two
separate parts. In uence of the improving methods on
transient stability is illustrated in the rst part, while
results of the proposed mechanism implementation for
providing transient stability are presented in the second
part.

5.1. E ects of the improving methods on
transient stability

A 4-bus network, which is shown in Figure 5, is
simulated in MATLAB. The dynamic model of a
synchronous generator and supplementary equipment
(including hydraulic turbine, governor, and a ST1
excitation system) are simulated in MATLAB [23]. The
OEL model of [11] is used in simulation. HSVC is
implemented based on the model of [19].
To study the e ect of the improving methods, the
dynamic behaviour of the system will be discussed in

Figure 6. Controller response to a disturbance. 1: Fast

response (300/0.001s+1); 2: slow response (50/0.001s+1).

the presence of a three-phase short circuit in the line
between buses 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the e ect of the
improving methods on transient stability of the system.
Exceeding the rated current in the excitation
system (by using standard ANSI C50.13) improves the
transient stability of the system more than 5 cycles. In
this situation, network will be stable in the presence
of a 12-cycle 3-phase short circuit. To show the
impact of AVR controller on transient stability, the
coecients of the controller are con gured as shown
in Figure 6. In this gure, the rst controller has a
fast response, and the second one has a slow response.
Concomitant use of standard ANSI C50.13 and fast
response controller make system stable over the 12cycle short-circuit current.
As mentioned, expansion of generator capability
curve is another method that a ects system transient
stability. In this paper, it is assumed that better
cooling system of generators increases the output power
of generators to 120% of nominal power. The network
will be stable over the 15-cycle short-circuit current
by considering this assumption and allowing OEL
exceeding.
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Table 1. Simulation results for enhancing transient stability of 4-bus network.
Critical clearing time
Used control method
(cycle)

Base control condition
OEL exceeding without AVR adjustment
OEL Exceeding (OELE ) and AVR Adjustment (AVRA )
OELE , AVRA and GCC expansion
OELE , AVRA and HSVC
OELE , AVRA , GCC expansion and HSVC

Figure 7. IEEE 14-bus network.
Based on Table 1, the use of HSVC improves
transient stability of the system. Using HSVC along
with two other methods makes the system stable over
the 17-cycle short-circuit current. This represents a 10cycle improvement in transient stability of the system.

5.2. Implementation of the proposed
mechanism on IEEE 14-bus network

IEEE 14-bus network, shown in Figure 7, is simulated
in MATLAB in order to demonstrate the e ectiveness
of the proposed mechanism in providing transient
stability. The dynamic model of the synchronous
generators and supplementary equipment (including
hydraulic turbine, governor, and a ST1 excitation
system) are simulated in MATLAB. The OEL model
of [11] is used in simulation. In addition, HSVC is
implemented based on the model of [19]. The system
transient stability is studied in two cases:
1. Three-phase fault occurs in transmission lines in
order to determine the fault critical clearing time.
The worst position of the short circuit is the nearest
point to generators;
2. The second survey is the occurrence of single contingency in the network. This event occurs as a

7
9
12
15
13
17

tripped line outage after a short circuit (5 cycles
after fault occurrence).
Studying three-phase short circuits near the generators of the network determines that the most likely
instability corresponds to the occurrence of short circuits in line 1 between bus 1 and bus 2. In this
situation, the system in base control condition can only
sustain short circuits with 4 cycle's duration.
5.2.1. Fault critical clearing time
In order to compare the proposed mechanism, providing transient stability, with the conventional method,
two conditions are considered. In the rst condition,
it is assumed that GenCos abstain from using the
improving methods. Therefore, ISO uses conventional
methods for providing transient stability. In this
condition, active power of generators is rescheduled
to increase stability margin of the system. This
condition is called base control condition. The second
one, in which the improving methods are used in
all generators of this network, is called an improved
network. Utilizing the improving methods provides
whole or a part of desired transient stability margin.
If the improving methods cannot satisfy the desired
stability level entirely, a change in active power of
generators is used, too.
Table 2 shows the results of transient stability
provided for IEEE 14-bus network by the conventional
method and the proposed mechanism. This table
presents the amount of active power rescheduling for
each of the generators, total rescheduling cost, and
critical clearing time. In the base control condition,
transient stability is improved by a change in generators operation point. However, in the improved
network, transient stability is provided by the proposed
mechanism of this paper. Changes in generators
operation point can improve transient stability of the
system in only 5 cycles. Therefore, this method leads
critical clearing time to 9 cycles for the base control
condition. However, the proposed mechanism can
improve the network transient stability over 9 cycles.
Thus, utilizing the improving methods makes system
stable for the 13-cycle short circuit. Comparing the
results indicates that the improving methods not only
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Table 2. Providing transient stability for IEEE 14-bus network.
Base control condition Improved network

Active power rescheduling for G1 (MW)
Active power rescheduling for G2 (MW)
Total rescheduling cost ($/h)
Critical clearing time (Cycle)

-60.7
58.7
456.52
9

0
0
0
13

Table 3. Providing transient stability for critical contingencies by utilization of the improving methods.
OEL
AVR
GCC
Total power
Contingency
HSVC
exceeding adjustment
expansion rescheduling

X
X
X

C1
C2
C3

X
X
X

save 456 dollar per hour, but also improve network
transient stability more than the conventional method.
Di erent methods can be used to enhance transient stability of the system. These methods include
excitation system response improving methods [10-20],
active power rescheduling [2-8], and FACTS devices
installation [24-26]. Performances of the improving
methods and active power rescheduling are compared
in this paper. Another conventional method for
transient stability enhancement is the installation of a
Thyristor Control Series Capacitor (TCSC). Transient
stability improvement by this method is dependent on
the installing location of TCSC. For a better comparison between the improving methods and conventional
methods, a TCSC is installed in line 2 between bus 1
and bus 5. Installing this TCSC leads to the enhancement of transient stability of the system about 4 cycles.
Therefore, the studied network is stable in the presence
of 8-cycle short circuit in line 1 between bus 1 and bus
2. As expected, the use of this device has installation
cost. This method imposes about 0.3 million dollar
cost on ISO per year. This cost is calculated based on
Eqs. (16)-(18) [27]:
CT CSC =0:0015ST2 CSC

0:713ST CSC

+ 153:75 ($/KVAR);
ICT CSC = CT CSC  ST CSC  1000 ($);
AICT CSC = ICT CSC

(16)
(17)

ir(1 + ir)LT
($/year): (18)
(1 + ir)LT 1

In Eq. (17), CT CSC is cost of TCSC, and ST CSC is
operating range of TCSC. Investment cost is converted
into annual cost by Eq. (18). In Eq. (18), lifetime (LT)
of this equipment and interest rate (ir) are considered
to be 15 years and 0.05, respectively.
Installation of the TCSC has lower cost in comparison to rescheduling of active power. If rescheduling
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|
|

X

|
|

0
0
0

of active power imposes 456 $/h on ISO just for 8
hours in a day (peak time), then this method may
impose about 1.3 million dollar cost on ISO per year,
while TCSC installation has 0.3 million dollar cost
per year. However, each one of these two methods
has considerable cost, as comparison to the improving
methods of excitation system. Therefore, a part of
saved cost due to the use of the improving methods
(instead of active power rescheduling or TCSC installation) can compensate for the cost imposed on GenCos
for installing and using the improving methods.

5.2.2. Single contingency analysis
In order to investigate the transient stability of the
network in case of single contingency, the method
described in [22] is used to screen the contingencies.
Therefore, only the events, which lead networks to
instability, are examined. In this network, three single
contingencies will lead to network instability. These
contingencies include tripped line outage after a 3phase short circuit with 5-cycle length in lines between
bus 1 and bus 2 (C1), between bus 1 and bus 5 (C2),
and between buses 2 and bus 5 (C3).
Transient stability for these events can be provided by utilizing the improving methods. In occurrence of C1, all of the improving methods (described
in Section 2) are required to provide transient stability
of the network. While transient stability for two other
events can be provided by using AVR adjustment and
OEL exceeding. Table 3 shows the related simulation
results. As this table illustrates, utilizing the improving
methods can provide system transient stability, and
there is no need for the rescheduling of the generators.
In order to compare the e ectiveness of the
proposed mechanism with that of the conventional
method, a change in generators output is used to
enhance transient stability of the network for these
critical contingencies. Table 4 shows results of TSCOPF implementation on the base control condition
network, where active power rescheduling is used to
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Table 4. Providing transient stability for critical contingencies by active power rescheduling.
Contingency P 1 (MW) P 2 (MW) Total rescheduling Stability
cost ($/h)
condition
C1
C2
C3

-60.7
-30.7
-10.7

58.7
29.23
10.14

456.52
259.56
31.26

Unstable
Stable
Stable

Table 5. Results of transient stability analyses on IEEE 118-bus network for CCT determination.
Initial
Contingency operating Transient stability providing method
Active power
Utilizing the
condition rescheduling improving methods
Line 68-81
Line 69-77
Line 64-65
Line 77-78

7-cycle
15-cycle
17-cycle
19-cycle

enhance transient stability of the system instead of the
improving methods. This table represents active power
rescheduling for each of two generators, total rescheduling cost, and network stability status after TSC-OPF
implementation. As the results illustrate, utilizing
the conventional method (active power rescheduling)
increases operation cost. In addition to this, active
power rescheduling cannot maintain transient stability
of the network in the event of C 1.

5.3. Implementation of the proposed
mechanism in the IEEE 118-bus network

In order to investigate the proposed mechanism in
detail, IEEE 118-bus network is simulated in DigSilent. Simulation results show that this network in
the initial operating condition can withstand a 7-cycle
3-phase short circuit on transmission line 68-81. In
the initial operating condition, transient stability providing method described in this paper is not utilized,
and generators' operating conditions are derived from
the conventional OPF. In order to enhance transient
stability of this system, active power rescheduling is
used by TSC-OPF implementation. As seen in Table 5,
this method enhances transient stability of this system
to 10 cycles for the 3-phase short circuit fault on
transmission line 68-81. Moreover, the mentioned
improving methods for the excitation system responses
are used in this paper to increase transient stability of
the system. Utilizing the improving method to achieve
transient stability of the system enhances 11 cycles for
3-phase short circuit fault on transmission line 68-81.
In this network, in order to enhance transient
stability by active power rescheduling, operation cost
of the system will increase by $301.53 per hour. If
this method is needed just for peak time transient
stability providing, active power rescheduling increases
by 880 thousand dollars per year. By comparing

10-cycle
24-cycle
23-cycle
28-cycle

11-cycle
30-cycle
155-cycle
95-cycle

implementation results of transient stability of providing methods, it is clear that utilizing the improving
methods increases transient stability of the system
much more than the active power rescheduling.

6. Conclusion
Di erent control methods were proposed to improve
the excitation system response. As a result of this paper, utilizing the improving methods not only improves
transient stability of the system, but also decreases
network operation cost, whereas conventional methods,
such as rescheduling of active power of generators, may
be unable to provide transient stability of the system
under some contingencies. However, utilizing the
improving methods imposes costs on GenCos, discouraging them from utilizing these methods. Thus, this
paper proposed a motivation mechanism to encourage
GenCos to utilize the improving methods through a
long-term contract between ISO and GenCos. The
proposed mechanism provides the required transient
stability margin with minimum cost in comparison
to the other methods. In this contract, GenCos are
paid for utilizing the improving methods in order to
provide required transient stability margin for the
system. Utilizing the improving methods causes a
decrease in the need for active power rescheduling for
transient stability providing, thus reducing generators'
restrictions for active power generation. Therefore, the
proposed mechanism will bene t GenCos and reduce
network operating costs for providing the required
transient stability margin.
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